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HELD-

(i) The framing of Issues is not necessary restricted to the pleadings.
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Per Somawansa J.,

“No doubt it is a matter with the discretion of a Judge whether he will 
allow fresh issues to be formulated after the case has commenced, 
but he should do so when such cause appears to be in the interest of 
Justice and it is certainly not a valid objection to such a course being 
taken that they do not arise on the pleadings.

(ii) The grievance of the Plaintiff Petitioner, was that the Defendant 
Respondent had encroached upon his land and prayed for ejectment 
of the Defendant Respondent therefrom, but the superimposition 
establishes that the Defendant- Respondent had not encroached but 
it is the Plaintiff Petitioner who had encroached upon a portion of land 
owned by the Defendant Respondent.

(iii) The Plaintiff by the fresh issues, is seeking to claim title to another 
portion of the land owned by the Defendant Respondent- in such an 
instance the Issues if allowed would cause material prejudice to the 
defendant Respondent.

(iv) No party can be allowed to make at the trial a case materially different 
from that which he has placed on record and which his opponent is 
prepared to meet.

A p p lic a t io n  lo r  L e a v e  to  A p p e a l fro m  a n  o rd e r  o f  th e  D is tr ic t  C o u rt o f  A v is s a w e lla .
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This application has been filed by the plaintiff - petitioner seeking to 
canvas an order of the learned Additional District Judge of Avissawella 
dated 24.11.2000 marked X10 wherein the learned Additional District Judge 
rejected issue Nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 12 raised by the plaintiff- 
petitioner.

The main objection taken by the defendant - respondent to these issues 
was that the plaintiff - petitioner was seeking to raise issues on a fresh 
cause of action that had not been pleaded in the plaint and that he was in 
effect trying to circumvent the effect of an earlier order of the learned 
Additional District Judge dated 20.06.2000 marked X6 wherein he had 
rejected a replication filed by the petitioner. The plaintiff - petitioner being 
aggrieved by the aforesaid order dated 24.11.2000 sought to have it set 
aside by his application dated 11.12.2000 made to the Court of Appeal. 
His application for leave to appeal was entertained and was taken up for 
inquiry on 12.02.2002. After oral submissions were concluded both counsel 
tendered written submissions. The order was finally delivered on 12.11.2002 
wherein the Court observed that the application filed on behalf of the 
deceased plaintiff- appellant did not include a specific prayer for the grant 
of leave to appeal from the order of the District Court and that the failure to 
comply with this fundamental requirement precluded the Court of Appeal
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from considering the validity of the impugned order and therefore the 
application was dismissed in limine with costs.

The appellants were granted special leave to appeal from the order of 
the Court of Appeal on a question of law. The Supreme Court by its decision 
dated 25.11.2003 allowed the appeal and the judgment of the Court of 
Appeal was set aside. Directions were also given for another Bench to 
hear the application on its merits after permitting the appellant to amend 
the prayer by adding the form of the relief claimed.

Accordingly when this application was taken up for hearing both parties 
informed Court that they have already tendered written submissions on 
this matter and moved that order be made on the written submissions 
already tendered.

The relevant facts are the original plaintiff instituted the instant action in 
the District Court of Avissawella seeking a declaration of title in respect of 
land and premises depicted as lot 5C in Plan No. 1148/5 dated 26.12.1885 
prepared by Loganathan, Licensed Surveyor morefully described in the 
second schedule to the plaint containing an extent of 7.5 perches, ejectment 
of the defendant- respondent and those under him therefrom. He also 
prayed for an enjoining order, interim and permanent injunction preventing 
the defendant- respondent from carrying on any activity on the land. The 
original plaint averred that the defendant - respondent who is said to be the 
reputed owner of the land adjacent to the aforesaid land in suit and acting 
in violation of his rights and has encroached upon his land.

The defendant - respondent while denying the aforesaid averments denied 
having encroached upon the plaintiff - petitioner’s land and claimed title to 
lot 06 in the aforesaid Plan No. 1148 in extent 5.25 Perches. In paragraph 
8 of the plaint the original plaintiff has admitted this fact.

The defendant - respondent upon a commission obtained from Court 
had spa Plan No .151 dated 16.09.1997 prepared by M. D. P. Jayalath 
Kumara, Licensed Surveyor marked X4. On this plan lot 5C claimed by 
the plaintiff - petitioner and lot 06 belonging to the defendant - respondent 
in Plan No. 1148 were superimposed. The superimposition shows that lot 
5C in plan no. 1148 consist only of lot 1 in Plan no. 151 marked X and that 
lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 in the said plan no. 151 fell within lot 06 in plan no.
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1148. Thus the superimposition establishes the fact that the defendant - 
respondent had not encroached on the land claimed by the plaintiff petitioner 
but that it was the plaintiff - petitioner who had in fact encroached on the 
land claimed by the defendant - respondent v iz : lots 2, 3 and 4 of Plan No. 
151 marked X.

The defendant - respondent filed an amended answer seeking for an 
interim injunction restraining the plaintiff - petitioner from building on the 
aforesaid encroached portions depicted as lots 2, 3 and 4 in Plan No. 151 
marked X4 and after due inquiry the said injunction-was granted against 
the plaintiff petitioner on 03.04.1998. Thereafter on 09.03.2000 the plaintiff 
- petitioner filed a replication but the defendant - respondent objected to 
the same and the learned District Judge by his order dated 14.06.2000 
rejected the replication of the plaintiff- petitioner.

When issues were framed on 25.07^2000 on behalf of the plaintiff 
petitioner issues based on Plan No. 151 marked X4 were raised both in 
relation to the land described in .the second schedule to the plaint and 
also upon prescriptive possession. These issues were objected to on the 
basis that they do not arise upon the plaint and that the said issues are 
based upon the rejected replication. After submissions by both parties the 
learned District Judge by his order dated 24.11.2000 rejected issues 2, 3, 
4,5, 7, 8,10,11 and 12 objected to on behalf of the defendant - respondent. 
It is this order that the plaintiff - petitioner is seeking to canvas now.

It is submitted by the President’s Counsel appearing for the plaintiff - 
petitioner that although the original plaintiff claimed rights into and upon 
the allotment of land and premises morefully described in the second 
schedule to the plaint yet the fact remains as shown in plan 151 marked 
X4 that he is in possession of lots 1 to 4 in the said Plan No. 151 until the 
date of the plaint without any objection from any person whomsoever and 
more particularly from the defendant - respondent. In the circumstances 
he submits that it is apt to consider Section 146 of the Civil Procedure 
Code which deals with the framing of issues which reads as follows :

146. (1) “On the day fixed for the hearing of the action, or on any other day 
to which the hearing is adjourned, if the parties are agreed as to 
the question of fact or of law to'be decided between them, they 
may state the same in the form of an issue and the court shall 
proceed to determine the same."
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(2) “ If the parties, however, are not so agreed, the court shall, upon 
the allegations made in the plaint, or in answer to interrogatories 
delivered in the action, or upon the contents-'of documents 
produced by either party, and after such examination of the parties 
as may appear necessary, ascertain upon what material 
propositions of fact or of law the parties are at variance, and shall 
thereupon proceed to record the issues on which the right decision 
of the case appears to the court to depend”.

He further submits that it is manifest that :

“ In the instant case Plan No. 151 and the Report annexed thereto 
would reveal, Lots 1 -4 are in possession of the original plaintiff. The 
main question for consideration by the Original court was whether 
the original plaintiff is entitled to claim Lots 1-4 in the said Plan. A 
perusal of the issues proposed on behalf of the original plaintiff shows 
that they were framed with a view to ascertaining this position.”

In this respect he has cited a number of decisions to which I would refer 
briefly:

In the case of A y m i l  K a r e e z a  vs. J a y a s in g h e 1' 1 it was held :

“The framing of issues is not necessarily restricted by the pleadings.
Again in the case of L iy a n a g e v s. S e n e v i r a t n e i2) was held that issues
are not confined to matters specifically pleaded.

In the case of B a n k  o f  C e y lo n  Vs. C h e l l ia h p i l la i(3> the rules was to the 
effect that a case must be tried upon the issues on which the right decision 
appears to the Court to depend and it is well settled that the framing of 
such issues is not restricted by pleadings.

No express provision is made in our Code for salutary machinery of 
“summons for directions” as in England or for pre-trail proceedings as in 
America. Nevertheless, and indeed for this very reason, Section 146 
imposes a special duty on the Judge himself to eliminate the element of 
surprise which could arise when precise nature of the dispute is not clarified 
before th e  e v id e n c e  is  r e c o rd e d .  The defendant’s pleadings were defective, 
and the plaintiff (let it be conceded) has not been as vigilant as she should 
have been to protect herself against surprise. But it was still the Judge’s
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duty to cdntrol the trial. He should have ordered the defence to furnish full 
particulars of its grounds for avoiding liability, and the issues for adjudication 
should only have been framed after the Judge has ascertained for himself 
“The proposition of fact or of law” upon which the parties were at variance. 
This was especially necessary where the administratix of an estate was 
confronted with serious allegations against a person who had never had 
an opportunity, when alive, to answer personally to the charges.

The discretion of the judge to permit fresh issues to be formulated after 
the case has commenced was judicially recognized in.the case of Silva 
vs. Obeysekera^ at 107.

Counsel for the plaintiff raised the objections that these issues did not 
arise on the pleadings, and that defendant should have got his answer 
amended so as to raise these issues. On this objection being taken the 
learned District Judge disallowed the issues. Here the learned Judge was 
certainly led into a mistake. No doubt it is a matter with the discretion of 
the Judge whether he will allow fresh issues to be formulated after the 
case has commenced, but he should do so when such a course appears 
to be in the interest of justice, and it is certainly not a valid objection to 
such course being taken that they do not arise on the pleadings. See 
Duraya vs. Siripina<5), Fernando vs. Soyza, Attorney General v. Smith6 
Seneviratne vs. Kandappaf7> see also Jayawickrama vs. Amarasuriya(9). 
It would undoubtedly have been better had the learned judge added these 
issues in such terms as he thought just.

The case of Velupillai vs. The Chairman, Urban District Council{W). 
A reference which has been used extensively to drive home the necessity 
to take a liberal rather than a narrow and constricted view of the role of 
Courts. “ It would appear as if the shortcomings of his legal adviser, the 
peculiarities of law and procedure, and the congestion in the Courts have 
all combined to deprive him of his cause of action and I for one refuse to be 
a party to such an outrage upon justice. This is a Court of Justice, it is not 
an Academy of Law”

Finally in the case of WickrematHeke vs. Marikaret a l (,l) at 12.

“ I commend to his attention, as to that of all other Judges of first 
instance, the observation of Jessel, M. R. in re ChenwelF2>, “It is not the 
duty of the Judge to throw technical difficulties in the way of the
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administration of justice, but when he sees that he is prevented receiving 
material or available evidence merely by reason of a technical objection, 
he ought to remove the technical objection out of the way upon proper 
terms as to costs and otherwise”.

I have no reason to disagree with the Presidents Counsel that the 
judgments quoted above and the passages referred to therein no doubt 
establish in full measure that the District Court was not only empowered 
but also duty bound to raise issues that arose for consideration. However,
I am unable to agree with the learned President’s Counsel that the 

■ judgments quoted above or the passages referred to would have any bearing 
on the issue at hand. For as submitted by the learned President's Counsel 
for the defendant - respondent that there are other provisions of the Civil 
Procedure Code also relevant and applicable to the issue at hand.

The main objection taken by the learned President’s Counsel for the 
defendant- respondent was that the plaintiff - petitioner was trying to raise 
issues on a fresh cause of action that had not been pleaded in the plaint 
and that the plaintiff - appellant was in effect trying to circumvent the effect 
of an earlier order of the learned District Judge rejecting a replication filed 
by the plaintiff- petitioner. I think there is force in this argument. It is to be 
noted that the plaintiff - petitioner came to Court claiming a declaration of 
title and ejectment of the defendant - respondent from the land depicted 
as lot 5C in plan No. 1148 in extent 7.5 perches. The defendant - respondent 
having denied that he encroached upon the plaintiff - petitioner’s land 
claimed title to lot 06 depicted in the aforesaid plan 1148 in extent 5.25 
perches. It is admitted in the plaint that the defendant respondent was in 
fact the owner of the said lot 06. On a commissions issued by Court plan 
No. 151 marked X4 was prepared and on that plan lot 5C claimed by the 
plaintiff - petitioner and lot 06 belonging to the defendant - respondent as 
depicted in plan no. 1148 was superimposed. As stated above the 
superimposition shows very clearly that lot 5C in plan 1148 consists only 
of lot 01 in plan no. 151 marked X4 and that lots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 in plan no. 151 
clearly fell within lot 06 in plan no. 1148. In short, superimposition 
establishes the fact that the defendant - respondent had not encroached 
on the land claimed by the plaintiff- petitioner but that the plaintiff - petitioner 
has in fact encroached upon a portion of the defendant- respondent’s land 
viz. lots 2, 3 and 4 in plan no. 151 marked X4. On a perusal of the record, 
it is to be see the defendant-respondent filed his amended answer wherein
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he moved Court for the issue of an interim injunction against the plaintiff- 
petitioner restraining him from building on the encroached portion depicted 
as lots 2, 3 and 4 in plan no. 151 marked X. After due inquiry by order 
dated 03.04.1998 the Court granted an interim injunction as prayed for by 
the defendant - respondent. Thereafter, no steps were taken by the plaintiff 
- petitioner to amend his pleadings so as to claim any portion of the 
encroachment depicted as lots 2, 3 and 4, in plan no. 151 which clearly 
fell outside the land described in the schedule to the plaint. However, in a 
replication filed by the plaintiff - petitioner on 09.03.2000 sought to claim 
the aforesaid lots 2, 3, and 4 in plan no. 151 marked X which was 1.24 
Perches in extent not claimed in the plaint. The defendant - respondent 
objected to the said replication being accepted and the learned Additional 
District Judge by his order dated 14.06.2000 upheld the objections and 
rejected the replication filed by the plaintiff- petitioner. The plaintiff - petitioner 
did not seek to canvas the aforesaid order of the learned Additional District 
Judge.

At the trial, the plaintiff- petitioner once again attempted to make a 
claim to the aforesaid lots 2, 3 and 4 in plan no. 151 marked X4 by raising 
issues 2, 3,4, 5,7,8,10,11 and 12. The defendant - respondent objected 
to the aforesaid issues on the basis that if these issues were permitted to 
stand it would permit the plaintiff - petitioner to set up a claim outside the 
scope of his original action in as much as the schedule Jo the plaint 
confined itself to lot 5C in plan no. 1148 in extent 7.5 perches only. It 
appears to me that the Additional District Judge by his order dated
24.11.2000 quite correctly rejected the aforesaid issues for if the plaintiff - 
petitioner was allowed to raise the aforesaid issue, it would be allowing 
him to raise issues on an unpleaded cause of action.

It is contended by the counsel for the defendant - respondent that prior 
to Act No. 09 of 1991 which repealed the original Section 93 of the Civil 
Procedure Code, Courts were very willing in most cases to allow issues 
that did not arise from the pleadings, for the reason that they had a very 
wide discretion to allow parties to subsequently amend the pleadings to 
incorporate those matters referred to in the issues and that all these 
changed in the light of the amendment of Section 93 of the Civil Procedure 
Code. In support of this submission counsel has cited the case of Colombo 
Shipping Co. Ltd, vs. Chirayu Clothing (pvt) L td .)'3) where it was held that 
“Amendments on or before the first date of trial can now be allowed only in
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a very limited circumstances, namely when the Court is satisfied that 
grave and irremediable injustice will be caused if the amendment is not 
permitted and the party is not guilty of laches”. I would say this is sound 
reasoning.

As stated above, it was submitted by counsel for the plaintiff - petitioner 
that it is manifest from Section 146(2) quoted above that the Court is 
entitled to determine issues not only upon the allegations in the plaint or 
in answer to interrogatories delivered in the action but also upon the contents 
of documents produced by either party and after such examination of the 
parties as may appear necessary. The purpose of this section evidently is 
to ascertain upon what material propositions of fact or of law the parties 
are at variance. The intention of the legislature was to empower the Court 
to proceed to record the issues on which the right decision of the case 
appears to the Court to depend. He further submits that in the instant 
case as plan no. 151 and the report annexed thereto would reveal lots 1 to 
4 are in the possession of the original plaintiff. The main question for 
consideration by the original Court was whether the original plaintiff is 
entitled to claim Lots 1 to 4 in the said plan A perusal of the issues 
proposed on behalf of the original plaintiff shows that they were framed 
with a view to ascertain this position. I am unable to agree with this 
submission for the reason that the case enunciated by a parly must 
reasonably accord with its pleadings. No party can be allowed to make at 
the trial a case materially different from that which he has placed on record 
and which his opponent is prepared to meet as was held in W. M. R. 
Candappa vs. MadirampillaiPonnambalampillai I have no hesitation to 
agree with the above principle laid down in that case by G. P. S. de Silva, 
C. J. and in any event, I am bound to follow the aforesaid principle.

Applying the aforesaid principle to the instant action, it is to be seen 
the plaint confined itself to lot 5C in plan no. 1148 in extent 7.5 Perches 
only as described in the schedule to the plaint. The prayer for the plaint 
reads as follows. :

d e n c S jS - s S g z s p j  s o r i  ( jeep S u z n e d .

(cf) o®8 e»s> 6<q0zn es3db<50 ^jsteOa ®<(oe s>®»>© »© 3 0 0
Qts>303025) <q.

(so ) 6® S efSsxSefcecNrf c ^ oob? e a a S o fite i e o s J g ©  s s o a d a

©8s$ SnJSadj eseo ®g csOos? S§s> eeiOraSsL 55ea}&s>&rf. es»
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B ad®  cpcs sj55(56o Gz3 ezstoOdOQ ora <j>^£58@ qjGaf zadzn fkacdexsaf

cpZ53C3 ZSldzD @Qa$,
( ^ )  g®*8 o ra zs  sq G zn  g s 3G(^3>znGcs£5 <^zsfeGzn e ^ o e g S  z s ^ ® ,  < g ^ 3 8 ® , s>jS>®

C3EO ^Gs’ z38@ Ge23G3eS5 <403 ZSZOZS)® ^GodffiOZS)’ '
( < f t )  (j>ras> (epj) 3  esqrazs t £ Q 6  zsrazn® ifBecxfoo 55zgs) zadzn Gzaza g® 8  erara 

e^Gzn gos^SznGog oSe&adG ĉ za'GGzn G^aGgS §c;£58@, za^S®
ora <j>Oza £58® Geza’Ooezn epẑ dj sirazn® £56csarorazsf <̂.

(<g) <j>razs (<q?j) £> oqrazsi cfzgdj 2sraz»@ zSccsdraca £5zgzsi zadzn cznza* g@S araza 
GqOzn gaGdSznsoS oSdzadG <^sfcOzn G^aGgS zâ zS®, <g>cj £58®, za^S®, 
ora <£>Gza z§8® Ge®0ocs5 Oodzn SGcdraoza’ £5^za 2»dzn Ggo ^

(g) zng raod^, ora
(Cs) rad̂  cfSzad-SmoO q’sznz^za cfSodza orazaoza'  ̂ oqraa Sza'SzadjO Sd^OO 

zng SzngGza' g8.”

The Second schedule to the plaint reads as follows :

Ĝ Ozn QaG(^Szao

graza &  efSdoosSc^Gc;, e fS odoG S de agozsf «p-£S>g o k o  S ® oO zgg eza3g® aood, 

8 ra 3  OSazn® ^»za 3  ^dzn GzaoOraoO Ozaza zn^®jza <j>Sg® 6 d . Gefezno^zn ®55za’G q id j 

®raso o £  q«s> 1 148/5 rao 26.1 2.19 6 3  cjzn <qdza OjCj-de® gjzaod ga>ep ©Gzn’ zag c?»za 6 
cS^dzn z a ^ C C ®  ®o3@ : gzad j zn>j6©zn£5dO : Gzaag® aod q, ^za-ej znjGrozneodO : 

s e xy  6, 6 3  o ra  5 3 ^dzn zajS>j§ <q qza-eS> ©dznoradO : aod<q, gzad j SdznoradO : sqo<9 

63$.  oszn ® d<3©  zae SraS a d O d  razad $osS> a ra  (^za. 0, d j. 0, a d . 7.5) Sesae q?£>e@ 

S@ ora  d@ cfQS S o ©  ec<  ̂ e8.

Having prayed for the aforesaid relief can he also set up a claim in 
respect of portion of the land owned by the defendant - respondent depicted 
as lot 06 in plan no. 1148 in respect of which there was no claim whatsoever 
in the pleadings of the plaintiff - petitioner. In fact grievance of the plaintiff- 
petitioner was that the defendant - respondent had encroached upon his 
land depicted as lot 5C in extent 7.5 perches and prayed for ejectment of 
the defendant - respondent therefrom, but the superimposition established 
otherwise that the defendant-respondent had not encroached on the plaintiff- 
petitioner’s land but it is the plaintiff-petitioner who had encroached upon a 
portion of the land owned by the defendant-respondent. It appears that 
now in addition to lot 5C in extent 7.5 perches the plaintiff respondent is 
seeking to claim title to 1.24 perches and of the Land owned by the 
defendant respondent by means of raising the aforesaid issues 2, 3,4, 5,
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7,8,10,11 and 12 which claim is a new cause of action not pleaded in the 
plaint. In other words, having come to Court on the basis that the defendant- 
respondent has encroached on his land the plaintiff-petitioner now claims 
that he has encroached on the defendant-respondent’s land and thus is 
attempting to set up a claim in respect of portions of the defendant - 
respondent’s land which if allowed I would say would cause material 
prejudice to the defendant- respondent.

For the above reasons, I am of the view that the plaintiff -petitioner 
cannot succeed in his application and accordingly this application will 
stand dismissed with costs fixed at Rs. 10,000.

MS. EKANAYAKE, J — I agree.

Application dismissed.


